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Mangroves / Sea Cow’s Bay

black-winged birds frolic in swampish pools.

The mangrove’s roots rise like reaching arms
from the lapping shallows, their propagules

dangling & whistling like hollow green chimes
over the creamy froth. The crowd of leaves

allow bars of the burnt evening’s light
to speckle bright lines of ivory,

coral & shell, the argent scales
of schooling jacks under the pelicans.

Their spiny, silvery dorsals mimic
small sails that billow & tuck & billow,

their deaths an artful dance of wing & beak,
rust & grey, an eruption below the depths.
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300 Goats

after Naomi Shihab Nye

On the rocky cliffs.
The rain slickens the hillside here,
the goats huddle together against the yellow
guardrail—a barrier between them and air,
only the sea chewing the coast below.

Cars process past them,
and the leader leads,

the little ones nestle themselves
against the sides of their mothers.

The grey clouds circle like birds of prey
but nobody here ever worries about the goats.
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Exorcism / Freeport

when I was eight, a priest came and flicked holy water
into the four corners of the wooden house

that kept my parents, two sons, a daughter,
and a darkening forest, in its mouth.

The priest muttered in Latin, crossed us all
with odorous oils, his thumb pausing

at the bottom of each cross, on the small
space of our foreheads where Christ hung—

but the spirits came every night until
my father opened the fowl’s throat like a bible,

the glint of metal awash with blood,
a beating of black and white and red feathers.

His hands, the knife, performed their own recital,
to feed with one hand, with the other, kill.
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